Textbook chapters
Pearson Study Bites contains many
different types of digital learning
experience, the most traditional is
the textbook. Integrate textbook
chapters into your VLE to direct
your students to the reading that
they need to complete.

Multiple Choice Questions
with Feedback
Learning isn’t just about reading.
Today students expect to be able to
test themselves and get feedback so
that they understand their own
learning. StudyBites makes Pearson’s
vast array of Multiple Choice Questions
available for direct integration. Our MCQs not
only save you time but also come with meaningful
feedback so that students can reflect on their
progress and self-direct and remediate.

Revision chapters
Help your students revise effectively for their
assessments with revision content that reinforces
your work with students and helps make their
answers shine, as well as tips on how to deal with
the pressures of assessments.
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Apply the Law
Sometimes short form
Multiple choice questions
are too simplistic. Study Bites
provides a repository of
longer-form problem
questions allowing students to
practice their skills in arguing a case,
academic writing and critical thinking
through a longer scenario.

Simulations
Simulations are prebuilt activities that cover a variety of
content and skills set in a real-world environment. Study
Bites allows you to integrate these immersive activities in
your module VLE and give your students the best possible
way to practice their skills.

Navigation
Pearson Study Bites makes it easy to integrate a wide range of material in
your VLE.
When you use material from the Study Bites service you are in control
of how it is arranged in your VLE. This flexibility allows you to create the
learning journey best matched to the way you run your module. Create a
pre-exam crammer, weekly capstone comprehension quizzes or a flipped
seminar session, the choice is yours.
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